
A contemporary art project



.Introduction

The word identity comes from Latin: “idem” which means “the same”.

It is a critical step in the definition of a person, concerning the formation of a conscious identity which is necessary to distinguish itself 

from the others, and then to establish relationships. This process has importance in every social construction: from ideas to language, from 

actions to work, from family to nation.

Identity contains the opposite traits of diversity and recognition: through the essential expressions of thought - philosophy, religion, 

science, politics etc ... - it is an achievement for the human being to reach the balance between the two. The absence of a similar harmony 

leads to major conflicts.

Our present is characterized by a possibility of relationships and connections unprecedented in the human history, still it suffers from a 

global and dramatic level of disorientation, intolerance, hate. This has developed as a circle, in which the closure leads to further closure. 

From a geopolitical point of view you can find it in many world states; to the detriment of democratic values or more generally of the 
respect of basic rights, nations proceed in a direction of conflict and limitation, inner and outer. Country against country, groups against 

groups, through a rhetoric that is based on the concepts of race, ethnicity, skin, status, wealth, etc. The extreme point of this could be the 

individualism without limits, which is a form of inhuman indifference to all.

.Concept

A certain identity begins with a statement about the multiplicity and the complexity of all identity and about the mode it can be unifying 

or divisive. The project also considers the changing nature of each identity against the opposite tendency to implement it as a permanent 

element. 

There is so much art can do to see to the bottom of our identity and to contribute to a better definition of it, for the present and for 

the future. 

The title with the word “certain” takes on a double meaning: as an adjective is synonymous with certainty and precision - the identity in 

which you can undoubtedly recognize - instead as indefinite adjective, without quality or quantity, indicates an identity among many others.



.Development

The project A certain identity provides for a series of exhibitions in various countries – the geographical limit is Europe and the near area.

Three artists from a particular nation - two chosen by the curators and one in partnership with the School of Fine Arts of the capital city 

-  according to the inclination of their research and native culture are invited to represent the identity “factor” with an exhibit. There isn’t a 

theme, rather an incentive to feel responsibility for their own artistic activity: the works exhibited become indicative both the identity of the 

artist and the national identity. Moreover the artists take a meeting/public debate with the students in the School of Fine Arts.

The exhibition and the meeting take place in a “hosting” nation; at the end three local artists will start from the hosting nation for 

another destination, and so on in a process that will continue over time (the first phase will occur in the biennium 2017/2018). 

An example in practice: three artists from Lithuania have an exhibit and a meeting in Italy, after three Italian artists will have an exhibit and 

a meeting in Belarus, and so on in a process that will continue. 

Art as survey on identity but also as a concrete contribution to it: the cultural research and the artworks are elements that contribute to 

real-time to extend the same object in analysis, the many forms of identity. 

The proposed aims: a drawing of a map of connections and contacts around Europe, the mutual understanding between countries, the 

exchange among artists, the dialogue through art, the exhortation to a greater awareness of our ways of live.

.Modalities

In the first stage three artists from Lithuania are invited to exhibit in Florence, Italy; after three artists from Italy will do the same in 

Minsk, Belarus. The period is the 2017/2018 biennium. In the following period other nations will be involved.

Preference is given to artists who have not exhibited in the hosting nations yet. Similarly it is trying to promote the exchange between 

countries that have not got a strong relationship over time yet. Each exhibit stage of the project is preceded by a series of studio visits 

conducted by the curators.

The period of residence in the country for the artists is about one week; in addition to the exhibition the artists will have a public meeting 

with the students at the School of Fine Arts involved.

At the end of the project a catalogue will be published.



.Period
October 2017 – April 2018 (first stage)

.Organization
TUM Cultural Association

Foundation for the Development of Culture and of Education for Persons, Belarus 

.Concept
Matteo Innocenti

.Project curator
Matteo Innocenti

Alesia Savitskaya

Yuliya Savitskaya

.Partners (in progress)

.Patronage (in progress)


